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 Sky Broadband Racers Eseries Rulebook - Sky Guild 
 Gaming Centre In person Hotlaps 

 The rulebook outlines the rules to be followed when participating in the Sky Guild Gaming 
 Centre In person Hotlaps segment of the  Sky Broadband Racers Eseries tournament. 
 Failure to adhere to these rules may be penalised. We therefore strongly recommend that 
 every participant reads the complete rule set before taking part in the competition. The 
 decisions made by the tournament administration team are final and cannot be contested. 

 1.  Player Rules 
 1.1 Player gender 
 1.2 Player Residency 
 1.3 Player Age 

 2.  Verification 
 2.1 Proof of Residency, Age and gender 

 3.  Tournament Format and Game settings 
 3.1 Race Details 
 3.2 Dates 
 3.3 Qualification details 
 3.4 Wider tournament format 

 4.  4. Code of Conduct 
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 1.  Player Rules 

 1.1 Player Gender 

 -  All players must identify as a woman 

 1.2 Player Residency 

 -  All players must be legal UK residents and/or citizens. 
 -  ‘Residency’ defined: A player is considered a ‘Resident’ when on the date that 

 the player registers for the tournament they are either a lawful permanent 
 resident of the UK for at least six months 

 1.3 Player Age 

 -  All entrants must be over the age of 18  at the start  of the tournament. 
 - 

 2.  Verification 

 2.1  Proof of Residency and Age and gender 
 -  All players wishing to compete in the in person hotlaps at Sky Guild Gaming 

 Centre must complete this form 
 https://form.everestwebdeals.co/?form=7547a37b846cab630b5ed9a5791b6fb 
 4 

 -  Once the form is completed, each player must present their ID in person to be 
 checked by the staff at the sim rig station at the Sky Guild Gaming Centre. 

 -  To prove residency and date of birth you may use any of the following: 
 Any official identity document - eg, Passport, Birth certificate, driving licence 
 (including provisional) 
 Government issued documents - eg, government benefits record, military 
 registration, etc 
 Private documentation - eg,  school records, deeds, leases, homeowner 
 association docs, utility bills. 

 -  This information will not be stored and will be deleted as soon as the person 
 has been verified. 

https://form.everestwebdeals.co/?form=7547a37b846cab630b5ed9a5791b6fb4
https://form.everestwebdeals.co/?form=7547a37b846cab630b5ed9a5791b6fb4
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 3.  Tournament Format and Game settings 

 All competitors will race on the same track and the same settings 

 3.1 Race details 

 ●  Track:  Silverstone 
 ○  Weather: Clear 
 ○  Forecast Accuracy: Approximate 

 3.2 Dates 

 There will be two sets of dates open to compete in the in person Hotlaps at the Sky 
 Guild Gaming Centre: 

 ●  11th-12th May 
 ●  18th-19th May 

 You must have completed the form in section 2 and selected your allotted time slot to 
 take place. 

 3.3 Qualification details 

 The top 7 players with the best lap times across all 3 in person events: Birmingham 
 Bullring (26th-28th April), Sky Guild Gaming Centre (11th-12th May, 18th-19th May) 
 will qualify for the Women’s Esports Final 2024. The winners will be contacted via 
 email upon the conclusion of the final in person Hotlap event on 18-19th May. 

 3.4 Wider tournament format 
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 4. Code of Conduct 
 -  Partaking in any form of stigmatism or harassment is strictly forbidden. This includes 

 but is not limited to racism, sexism, ableism, hate speech etc. 
 -  You may not use any type of username in-game or on discord that is inappropriate in 

 any way. This includes but is not limited to; containing profanity, sexual references, 
 hate speech, hateful slogans, condoning terrorism, fascism, child abuse; or that are 
 in any way religious, political or prone to creating controversy or division. 

 -  Any threats of violence or blackmailing to members or staff of the competition or 
 discord will be taken seriously and punished. 

 -  Bullying of other parties through repeated trolling, flaming or spamming in a manner 
 that would be considered harassment by the receiving party is strictly forbidden. 

 -  You may not use any alternative accounts to avoid punishment, harass others etc. 
 -  Impersonating members of staff by creating accounts with close similarity to another 

 existing Account or user, with perceived intentions to impersonate such other user 
 without his/her consent or to make comments or create an account causing other 
 users to believe they come from Guild Esports Staff or from someone with similar 
 authority, will be punished. Which may include permanent bans from affiliated 
 competition. 

 -  No doxing (revealing or otherwise reproducing or supplying to anyone another user’s 
 personal information). 

 -  No phishing (attempting to find out users’ personal information, information 
 concerning an Account or other information of a private nature from anyone). 

 -  Cheating, Hacking, Scripting, Botting, use of trainers or other hardware or software 
 applications that are designed to impede the integrity of any event are strictly 
 prohibited. 

 -  Ghosting, stream-sniping or any other form of broadcasting foul play is forbidden. 


